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THE CANVASMASTER 
CANVAS STRETCHING MACHINES 

 
Note:  After opening the crate, do not lift any part of the machine by forklift otherwise damage 
to the machine may occur.  The machine should be hand-lifted out.   
 
The machine is heavy and an appropriate amount of people should be employed when lifting, 
assembling & moving.   
 
The contents include: 
 
2 Leg Stands 
1 Cross-member Bar 
1 Main Assembly 
All Necessary Hardware 
  

Assembly and Setup  
 
1  Bolt the cross-member bar into the centre of each leg stand, making sure the holes for the  main 
 assembly are aligned.  (2 bolts and washers supplied) 
 
2  Lift and place the main assembly on the stand and insert two bolts on either side through the leg 
 stand.  This will require multiple people to complete this operation safely! 
 (4 bolts, washers and nuts supplied) 
 
3  Pull out the 2 side stabilizer bars (which are attached to the sides of the main assembly) and affix 
 them to the two leg stands.  (2 bolts, washers and nuts supplied) 
 
4 Move the machine to desired location then adjust levelers at the bottom of each leg to stabilize. 
 
5 Connect an air supply that is regulated, filtered and lubricated to the black tube tail piece at the 
 rear of the control box.  Recommended air pressure is up to 120psi. 
 
6 Balance stretching cylinder movement.  See Stretching Cylinder Balancing on page 5. 
 
7 Initial canvas-clamp tensioning.  See:  Canvas-clamp Tension Adjustment on page 4. 
 
8 Square adjustable carriage.  See:  Squaring of Adjustable Stretching-carriage on page 5
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Main Assembly 
  1 - Work Surface 
  2 - Control Box 
  3 - Fixed Stretching-carriage 
  4 - Adjustable Stretching-carriage 
  5 - Adjustable Carriage Locking-handle 
  6 - Canvas-clamp Cylinders (4) 
  7 - Stretching Cylinders (4) 
  8 - Frame Rest 
  9 - Canvas Stop 
10 - Canvas-clamp Bars (2 Fixed, 2 Hinged ) 
11 - Canvas-clamp Adjusting Screws (4) 
12 - Carriage Frame-stop Bars 
13 - Frame Height Adjusters (4) 
14 - Stretching Distance Adjusters (4) 
15 - Stand 
16 - Carriage Alignment Bar (on back of machine - not pictured) 
 
Control Box 
21 - Canvas-clamp Pressure Gauge 
22 - Canvas-clamp Pressure Regulator 
23 - Canvas-clamp On/Off Lever 
24 - Stretching Cylinders On/Off Lever 
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#2 - Control Box 
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ADJUSTMENTS 
 
The following adjustments will allow you to use the CanvasMaster canvas stretching machine on 
almost any combination of fabric and frame.   
 
Frame Height Adjustment 
Frame Width Adjustment 
Canvas-clamp Tension Adjustment 
Canvas-clamp Pressure Adjustment 
Stretching Distance Adjustment 
Stretching Cylinder Balancing 
Squaring of Adjustable Stretching-Carriage  
 
 
Frame Height Adjustment 
 
Frame height adjustment is done by rotating the 4 handles (#11 photo 1) located at the top and      
bottom of both the fixed stretching-carriage (#3 photo 1) and adjustable stretching-carriage (#4 photo 
1).   The bottom of the canvas-clamp bars  (#10 photo 1) should be at least 6mm (1/4”) above the top 
of the frame material.  More clearance may be needed for thicker stretching materials. 
 
 
Frame Width Adjustment 
 
Frame width adjustment is done by loosening the carriage locking-handle (#5 photo 1) located in the 
center of the adjustable stretching-carriage (#4 photo 1), and sliding the carriage either left or right to 
the desired frame width, leaving approximately 2mm (1/16”) clearance to allow for your canvas.   
More clearance may be needed for thicker stretching materials.  Always tighten the locking-handle 
before stretching. 
 
 
Canvas-clamp Tension Adjustment 
 
The canvas-clamp tension adjusting screws (#11 photo 1)  are used to give even grip on the entire 
length of the canvas-clamps (#10 photo 1).   
 
Cut a strip of the material being stretched approximately 4” wide by 2’ long.  Set Canvas-clamp Pres-
sure Regulator (#22 photo 2) to approximately 60 psi. Clamp test strip near the top of the canvas-
clamps bars (#10 photo 1) and pull material through clamp, gauging tension of clamp grip.  Repeat 
this process at multiple spots down the length of the canvas-clamps. 
 
If the tension is not even the entire length, the canvas-clamp tension adjusting screws (#11 photo 1) 
can be raised or lowered to even out the tension.   
 
Loosen the lock nut at the base of the screw, then turn screw out against back of clamp bar to in-
crease tension at that point.  Turn screw in to reduce tension at that point.  Retighten lock nut when 
tension is even the entire length of canvas-clamps.   
 
This process may need to be done when using materials of different weight or thickness. 
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Canvas-clamp Pressure Adjustment 
 
The canvas-clamp pressure can be adjusted by using the regulator (#22 photo 2) on the control box.  
A range of 60 psi for light-weight or thin materials to 120 psi for heavy or stiff  materials is normal.  
Test on a sample canvas until the ideal tension is obtained.   
 
Lift the knob on the regulator to unlock then adjust by turning to adjust pressure.  When lowering 
pressure, always go below desired setting and adjust up to desired setting for greater accuracy.  It is 
important that the correct clamp pressure is achieved to ensure an even and consistent stretch. 
 
 
Stretching Distance Adjustment 
 
The distance that the canvas-clamp bar (#10 photo 1) moves in over the frame may be adjusted.  This 
is usually only necessary where you are short of canvas to hold in the canvas-clamps.  It can also help  
align the clamp bars as a stapling guide. 
 
There are adjustment nuts (# 14 photo 1) located to the rear of each of the 4 stretching cylinders (# 7 
photo 1).  Screwing them in towards the cylinders shortens the stretching stroke. 
 
It is important that the 4 stretching distance adjusting nuts are adjusted to the same distance to 
ensure an even and consistent stretch.   
 
 
Stretching Cylinder Balancing 
 
Using the air-flow controls connected to each stretching cylinder (#7 photo 1), adjust the travel speed 
on the 4 stretching cylinder so that the top and bottom cylinders on each carriage are moving 
smoothly and evenly, and that both sides are moving at the same speed for even stretching. 
 
 
Squaring of Adjustable Stretching-Carriage  
 
The Adjustable Stretching-carriage (#4 photo 1) can be squared from the back of the machine.  
Loosen slightly the large bolts that attach the Carriage Alignment Bar (#16 not pictured) to the top, 
middle and bottom carriage bearings.   
 
Using a reasonably large frame that has been checked for “squareness”, open the Adjustable Stretch-
ing-carriage and insert the frame into position against the right Frame-stop Bar (#12 photo 1) making 
sure it is touching the entire length of the frame.   
 
Slide the Adjustable Stretching-carriage in until it is touching your frame, making sure it is touching 
the entire length of the frame, and tighten the Carriage Locking-handle. 
 
Tighten the bolts on the Carriage Alignment Bar securely.   
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Operating the CanvasMaster canvas stretching machine. 
 
1 Start by opening the hinged canvas-clamp bars (#10 photo 1) and loosening the carriage locking-
 handle (#5 photo 1).  Move the adjustable carriage to the left far enough to get your stretcher 
 frame in between the canvas-clamp bars comfortably. 
 
2 Using the frame-height adjusters (#11 photo 1), adjust the canvas-clamps so the bars are a   
 minimum of 6mm (1/4”) above the height of the frame.  More may be needed for heavy canvas 
 and may reduce tearing at corners.. 
 
3 Adjust the frame width by holding your frame against the right frame-stop bar (#12 photo 1) 
 and sliding the adjustable stretching-carriage (#4 photo 1) up to the frame.  Leave approximately 
 2mm (1/16”) clearance for canvas.   More may be needed for heavy canvas. 
 
4 Adjust the frame rest (#8 photo 1)  so that your frame is near the center of the carriages.  The 
 canvas stop (#9 photo 1) can be used help align your canvas.  When not being used, make sure it 
 is pushed down out of the way of your material. 
 
5 To align canvas on a stretcher frame: Place canvas on clean worktop or light table, with the  
 image facing down.  Mark the back of the canvas where the image will align with the frame.   
 
6 Place frame on the canvas and align with the markings.  Make sure your first stretch is on the 
 sides of your images so that your folds are at the top and bottom.  Make sure your carriage is  
 adjusted to the proper width for the direction you will be stretching first. 
 
7 Lift the canvas and frame by the canvas edges, being careful to keep them aligned, insert them 
 into machine, resting the frame on the frame rest with the canvas sliding between the frame rest 
 and the work surface. 
 
8 Close the hinged canvas-clamp bars over the extended canvas edge making sure canvas is 
 gripped evenly. 
 
9 Make sure everyone is clear and activate the canvas-clamp lever (#23 photo 2). 
 
10 If you are happy with the clamping of the canvas and the alignment of the frame and image, and 
 everyone is clear, you can activate the stretching cylinder lever (#24 photo 2). 
 
11 Using the back edge of the canvas-clamp bars as a guide, staple the back of the left and right side 
 of the frame. 
 
12 Make sure everyone is clear and deactivate the canvas-clamp lever first, then if everyone is 
 clear,  deactivate the stretching cylinder lever. 
 
13 Open the canvas-clamp bars and remove frame.  Fold corners in the desired method, 
 some cutting of material may be necessary and is recommended on heavy fabrics. 
 
14 Readjust carriage width for second side if necessary, insert frame and repeat clamping, 

stretching and stapling process. 


